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Abstract 
 
From a British colonial and post-colonial perspective, the Capstone Project 
chronologically examines the food culture of Hong Kong, from 1980 to 2010, through 
investigating its symbolic implications so evoked (depicted with “Britishness”, 
“Chineseness” and globalization influences), in comparing and engendering the 
corresponding Hong Kong identity, via the conceptualized framework derived from 
Said’s (1979) Orientalism, Bhabha’s (1994) cultural mimicry and hybridization as 
well as Chow’s (1998) third space.  
Deviating from utilizing the tense and agitated socio-political movements, 
issues and national symbols to exemplify the local people’s identity, food culture, as 
an everyday, neutral and versatile cultural product well infused with sociocultural and 
sociopolitical meanings, is argued to provide a more adept metaphoric reflection and 
articulation of Hong Kong identity. More importantly, this project, through using oral-
history interviews and archive research, substantiates the postulation that the 
development of food culture in Hong Kong, allusively referenced to its local identity, 
is facilitated not merely by the dual influences elicited from its former colonizer 
(Great Britain) or its current “imperialistic motherland” (China), but rather by the 
dominant force of globalization and its corresponding “transnational cultural flow”.  
Essentially, globalization has become a leading force negotiating and interplaying 
with “Britishness” and “Chineseness”, in trilaterally establishing a re-contextualized 
third space (Chow 1998).  
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1. Introduction 
 
Hong Kong and its food culture have always been inundated with a symbol of 
strong multicultural and globalized influences (Chan 2010; Cheung 2002, 2005; 
Tam 1997), featuring an emphasis of trademark cuisines derived from British and 
Western culinary skills in the 1980s, to a stronger passion for traditional Chinese and 
Asian cookeries in the 1990s and 2000s instigated by Hong Kong’s return to China. 
Specifically, an array of hybridized food [such as Hong Kong style BBQ pork (“叉
燒”), Hong Kong style milk tea (“港式奶茶”) etc.], which highlights the intersection 
of “East meets West”, has shaped its prevalence within the city’s food scene. This 
perfectly reflects and encapsulates the “identity” shift, evolved from a unique, vibrant 
and multicultural Hong Kong community, built upon the hardworking and persevering 
attitudes of its people. 
In line with its unique “colonial” and “post-colonial reality” (Chow 1998), the 
identity of “Heunggongyahn” (Hong Kong local), vacillating between the liberalized 
values of British and the dictating communist ideologies of Chinese so punctuated by 
the ever significant “Handover” of 1997, has been incessantly evolving upon the ever-
changing sociocultural and sociopolitical process. Never has it been seen so alarming 
than the return of Hong Kong back to China, which triggers non-stop debates and 
aftermath movements in constituting the renewed Hong Kong identity. 
Sociological and anthropological studies have meticulously mapped out the 
progressive development of Hong Kong identity throughout the period, in which it is 
perceived that the identity of Hong Kong people, especially evident from the three 
decades of 1980s, 1990s and 2000s, manifests itself due to the contested tension and 
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disparate ideals forged through the incessant dichotomous relationship between Hong 
Kong people and their Mainland Chinese counterparts (Fung 2001; Ma and Fung 
2008; Matthews 1997). Consequently, with a brigade of political instabilities 
instigated in the late 1980s and the circulation of rumors of Hong Kong becoming 
China’s territory in the early 1990s (Tam 1997), the three aforementioned decades, 
1980 to 2010, are considered the period when the most influential sociopolitical and 
sociocultural happenings have occurred, punctuated by the shift from British 
colonial rule to its native country’s control in 1997, evoking an unsettled quest to seek 
out Hong Kong’s true essence and identity.   
In the three decades, the “narrative” of Hong Kong identity is thematically and 
contextually centered on a heightening sense of introspection and “banal localism”. 
The dual ideals of “re-sinicization” (converging with Chinese ideals) (Ma 1999: 45) 
and “de-sinicization” (diverging from Chinese ideals) (Ma 1999: 25), albeit not 
diametrically opposed to one another and derived from various sociocultural and 
sociopolitical factors in reflecting Hong Kong people’s sentiments towards China, are 
very much circumscribed within the confine of the local’s fostered perspective of 
norms and values. In order to open up this rather restricted viewpoint and broaden it 
into a more panoptic outlook in contributing additional insights of Hong Kong identity 
to the colonial and post colonial discourse, a western angle is necessitated. The 
approach is ascertained following the dominating ideals of globalization stemming 
from the West, in which its impounding influence is an integral factor in shaping 
one’s identity formation. It is further driven by the inherent “colonizer vs. colonized” 
relationship, epitomizing the various contested negotiations (Bhabha 1994) so forged 
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during British rule, through which a “hidden colonial logic” within the development 
of Hong Kong identity may be located.  
Intrigued by this research gap, the project, via the cooperation with the 
Community Partner, British Airways, which brings in a renewed and refreshing 
context from the British and Western angle to broaden the localized scope of Hong 
Kong identity, is initiated. British and Western informants’ invaluable information, 
driven by the long-tenured colonial history in engendering an immersive knowledge 
of Hong Kong, enriches the inward understanding and enhances the clarity of the 
colonial and post-colonial discourse of Hong Kong identity. Under this unique 
collaboration, the objectives of this study are threefold: to garner, from a British and 
Western perspective, the chronological mapping of Hong Kong food culture, to 
further elucidate its variations in signifying the corresponding changes in Hong Kong 
people’s identity and to elicit the tripartite sources of influences (derived from British, 
Chinese and the dominating globalization ideals) in shaping the identity formation 
from 1980 to 2010.  
Local critics of Hong Kong identity, highlighted by Ma and Fung (2008), have 
progressively re-oriented themselves using the rather tense and disputed socio-
political medium, such as movements and national symbols as elements in 
formulating a type of identity. However, analogous to Matthews (1998)’s concept of 
cultural supermarket and endorsed by local food anthropologists, such as Tam (1997) 
and Cheung (2002, 2005), I would argue that food, as a type of common, unbiased, 
fervently enjoyed cultural product that is encountered by people from all walks of life, 
provides a more adept symbolic reflection and articulation of Hong Kong identity. 
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Additionally, Hong Kong’s food culture, as well as its implications on the 
local identity, emerges to be less confined to the influences of its former and current 
“imperial powers”, Britain and China, for the co-creation of its authentic “localized” 
norms. Instead, it is heavily driven and dominated by the uprising force of 
globalization, embracing global values and world-views. Substantiated from 
empirical research result, this Capstone Project strongly argues that the transnational 
flow of cultures is becoming much more significant in today’s world, assuming a 
leading role in the “tripartite” influences (with “Britishness” and “Chineseness”) on 
food culture and identity implications to establish a re-contextualized third space 
(Chow 1998). 
2. Literature Review 
 
2.1 Symbolic cultural meaning evoked from Hong Kong food culture and its     
development 
 
Back in 1950s to 1970s, Hong Kong’s food culture could be widely 
represented by Hakka food (a type of Cantonese cuisines rich in meat protein), aligned 
with the then social changes: the influx of Chinese refugees and its emerging light 
industry (Cheung 2002: 105). Since 1970s, with Hong Kong’s economic boom (Ooi 
1995: 275), “nouvelle Cantonese cuisine was in great demand, embracing ‘enhanced 
individualism’ in terms of lifestyles, glamour and consumption” (Cheung 2002: 106). 
In the 1980s, with the prevalence of Sino-British talks in reversing Hong 
Kong’s sovereignty back to China, the discourse of being “recaptured by China” was 
apparent in everyday lives of Hong Kong people, preventing them from enjoying 
democracy, freedom and liberalization. This triggered the development of British 
custom of enjoying morning and afternoon tea (Tam 1997), metaphorically 
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showcasing support for sociopolitical freedom instilled in Hong Kong under 
Britain’s colonial rule.  
In the 1990s, especially around and after “Handover”, the understanding of 
Hong Kong’s food culture had always been a convoluted one, brought forth by the 
great variety of foods (such as Korean barbecue, Japanese sushi, American fast food 
etc.), that one could partake in following the demise of “Britishness”, the up-surging 
“Chineseness” and the forefront influences of globalization beginning to infuse from 
the West. It carried diverse arrays of sociopolitical and sociocultural implications, 
thereby “[complicating] people’s lifestyles and values” (Cheung 2002: 101). 
Symbolically speaking, the multiplicity of foods available to consume in Hong Kong, 
reinforced by the subjectivization of Hong Kong style food [such as dim sum (“bite-
sized” Cantonese delicacies) and milk tea] served in distinct localized settings like 
Hong Kong style cafes (“Cha Chan Tengs”) and cooked-food stalls (“Dai Pai Dongs”), 
contributed to one’s search for an identity within the globalized cultural 
supermarket (Matthews 1998; Tam 1997). This ultimately manifested a strong sense 
of diversity and heterogeneity, fueling the ideals for change, choice and adaptability 
in selecting one’s national and cultural identity, which were intrinsic elements of 
Hong Kong’s social ethos (Tam 1997: 292). Consequently, cultural hybridity was 
earnestly displayed in Hong Kong’s food culture during the few years right after 
“Handover” (Cheung 2002; Tam 1997). 
Further driven by the rise of globalization which enforced greater cultural 
discourses from the West (Shim 2006) in the decade (2000 to 2010), Hong Kong food 
culture encompassed a “consumption of metropolitaneity” (initially proposed by Tam 
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in 1997 and still applicable in the post 2000s) where Cheung (2002: 10) extended the 
phenomenon to depict the local’s consumption of various international cuisines as 
actively constructing their core cultural identities via food consumption (especially for 
dinning out). However, a large discrepancy of food consumption was evident in 
“home cooking” and in the rise of “private kitchen” cookeries (home-style cooking in 
underground eateries) (Cheung 2005: 266), where traditional but healthy Chinese food 
[“boiled soup, steamed fish…bean curd… typical family dishes, and rice … always 
the staple…”(Cheung 2002: 110)] was indulged into. The dichotomy of enjoying 
international cuisines whilst dining out, but mainly consuming Chinese and Cantonese 
food at home or in “private kitchens”, allusively represented the duality of Hong Kong 
people’s identity. In essence, Hong Kong people were becoming exposed to both 
global and national values (options instilled in the cultural supermarket).  
2.2 Understanding Hong Kong identity from post-colonial theoretical perspective 
 
In this research, three colonial and post-colonial theories; Said’s (1979) 
Orientalism, Bhabha’s (1994) cultural mimicry and hybridization, and Chow’s (1998) 
third space, are utilized as a consolidated theoretical paradigm to recount and 
explicate the very distinctive Hong Kong identity. Said’s (1979: 45) Occidental 
(“superior” West) vs. Oriental (“inferior” East) perspective, which focuses more on 
articulating the hegemonic ideals of the colonizer, in conjunction with Bhabha 
(1994)’s notion on cultural mimicry and hybridization which offers a deeper analysis 
on the acts of resistance permeated from the colonized, render two dynamic, yet 
complementary, angles to elucidate the positional powers in the Britain-Hong Kong 
context. Coupled with that of Chow (1998: 157)’s third space that examines the 
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uniquely hybridized condition of post-colonial Hong Kong (a type of “in-
betweenness” away from British and Chinese), the application of these three theories 
provides a pertinent vantage point in further re-interpreting the importance of food 
culture, and its symbolically evoked Hong Kong identity. 
Said’s (1979) Orientalism depicts an ideological construct of how the 
Occidental culture creates a type of flexible “upper hand” superiority over the Orient, 
via power re-enforcement and cultural hegemony through negation (Said 1979: 40; 
Kim 2015). Said (1979) stresses that the discourse of Orientalism should further 
incorporate the holistic views of the Orient, thereby eliciting more relevance in 
accurately gauging the West’s descriptions of the East. The concept of Orientalism in 
Hong Kong’s food culture is highlighted in the discursive construct of the binary 
opposition between the glamorous Western cuisine in luxurious settings (often 
consumed by the wealthy expatriates and a few upper class Hong Kongers) (Wu 2011: 
98) and the everyday street food (for Hong Kong’s middle and working class 
members) (Cheung 2002: 107), re-echoing the realization of this Western hegemonic 
discourse; where the superiority of “Occidental” culture is developed at the expense of 
the inferior “Oriental” culture.  
Bhabha (1983: 23) postulates that colonial power discourse is produced 
through the multifarious and complex cultural negotiations and interactions between 
both the dominant and marginalized interlocutors. The colonized are constantly 
practicing “active agency”, infiltrating a sense of resistance to the colonial power 
(Bhabha 1994). The anxiety of the colonial powers are further exacerbated by its 
reliance on discursively producing new stereotypes and emphasizing on cultural 
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differences in projecting a continued detrimental image of the colonized, to construct 
its own hegemonic identity. The state of ambivalence triggers counter and anti-
colonial resistance, depicted through cultural mimicry, as a by-product effectuated 
from hybridization. The phenomenon of Hong Kong’s “Gongsik Yumcha” (enjoying 
Hong Kong style “bite sized” Cantonese delicacies), which ultimately focuses on 
emphasizing a “core Cantonese authenticity” (Tam 1997: 299) but enacts as a type of 
“active agency” that develops resisting strategies by infusing British and Western 
influences in the restaurants [introducing selected fusion “dim sum” or showcasing 
Western style interior design and plate settings (Tam 1997: 299)], elicits a process of 
cultural mimicry and hybridization, with British colonizer’s cultural values being 
diffused, and merged into the colonized food scene.  
Chow believes that the post-colonial case of Hong Kong, being forced to 
return to its motherland China, is “itself as imperialistic as the previous colonizer 
[Britain]” (Chow 1998: 51). The problematic notion of reverting back to its “origin”, 
constitutes an anomaly and a type of uniqueness in “post-colonial reality” (Chow: 
1998: 151) for Hong Kong where previous cases of post-colonial countries are able to 
becoming independent. In essence, Hong Kong people are caught between China’s 
‘nativist centrism’ and Britain’s colonialism (Yau 2004: 118), constantly negotiating 
to formulate a type of unique, hybridized and subversive culture which juxtaposes 
between the poles of “its original colonizer” (Britain) and its “imperialistic 
motherland” (China), hence cultivating a sense of “in-betweenness” embedded in its 
third space (Chow 1998: 157). Chow’s (1998) conception of Hong Kong as a third 
space is fully attuned with the development on food culture of local style cafés (“Cha 
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Chan Tengs”), which offer unique Hong Kong foodstuffs, such as instant noodles with 
luncheon meat and egg, Hong Kong style French toast and milk tea, etc. (Cheung 
2012:108). The exclusive flavors that one can taste from the food offered in Hong 
Kong style cafés serve to dismiss the authenticity of Eastern and Western cuisines, 
forging a distinct Hong Kong flavored delicacies through localizing its “melting pot 
[inundated with] different cultures” (Cheung 2012: 108). 
2.3 Understanding Hong Kong identity from a local perspective 
 
Originated from the conflicting discourse of Hong Kong identity of being 
“part of China” and “apart of China” (Matthews 1997: 3), the autonomous 
sociopolitical and cultural identities of the colonial milieu (Cheung 2002: 103) of  
“Heunggongyahn”, ever since the late 1960s, have been constantly re-negotiated 
within the “contested terrain” brought forth by the hegemonies of the British and 
Chinese state (Matthew 1997) and underpinned by the asymmetrical three-legged 
relationship of Britain, China and Hong Kong (Tang and Ching 2015). 
In the 1980s, with “the media [projecting] the mainland as a simple negative 
anchor” (Ma and Fung 2006: 49), the influx of mainlanders escaping and settling in 
Hong Kong due to China’s Cultural Revolution (Kwok and Yu 2013: 129) and the 
disrupting “Tiananmen Square incident”, de-sinicization was a common theme of 
Hong Kong identity, whereby Chinese Mainlanders were casted as symbols which 
threatened the harmonious well-being of the colony and required psychological 
distancing (Ma 1999: 84; Ma and Fung 2008: 40). Consequently, “Heunggongyahn” 
were more inclined to “mimic” the values of Western and British ideologies, yearning 
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for democracy, freedom of speech and judicial independence, deviating from the 
Communist ideologies of China.  
Particularly after mid 1990s, with an inundation of propaganda, media and 
images projected from China which intermixed with Hong Kong icons brought forth 
by the Hong Kong government to promote nationalism (Ma and Fung 2008: 43) and 
further augmented by the predominantly growing prosperity of China’s economy (Ma 
and Fung 2008: 51), national identification and pride amongst Hong Kong people with 
China’s cultural, historical and national icons were seen emerging, creating a wave of 
“re-sinicization” and alluding to greater convergence of values across the boundary 
(Ma 1999: 55-56).  
Facing and passing 1997, the identity of “Heunggongyahn” was caught in a 
state of ambivalence, enforcing a type of “multilayered” national identity that 
resonated with “cultural hybridity”, a mixed identification with the sociopolitical, 
sociocultural and historical values derived from China but also with sociopolitical 
ideals (democracy and freedom) instilled from Britain (Ma and Fung 2008: 44).  
The era of 2000 to 2010 witnessed the apparent development of globalized 
values based on which Hong Kong people continuously struggled to re-negotiate their 
“Heunggongyahn” identities. Matthews proposed the notion that Hong Kong people 
were consistently living in a global cultural supermarket and were “free to pick and 
define aspects of [their identities] as ‘Chinese’ and as ‘Western’” (1998: 30). Ma and 
Fung (2008) further extended the idea in their longitudinal Hong Kong identity study 
(1996 to 2006), in which they perceived the projected Hong Kong identity as a two-
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folded phenomenon. Not only did Hong Kong identity become much more exposed to 
an assortment of global and national values, but also it constantly converged with 
Chinese values due to “economic nationalism” (Ma and Fung 2008: 51), looking to 
secure the economic interest from China’s robust economy. 
3. Methodology 
  
Empirically, qualitative research, in the form of oral history interviews, was 
conducted with 9 British and Western informants to elicit insights on Hong Kong’s 
food culture, to explicate the symbolic meanings embedded within this particular 
cultural medium, and to reconnect the values evoked from food with the empirical 
identity findings so directly drawn for the period of 1980 to 2010.  
Recruited via British Airways’ and my personal networks, the informants (in 
pseudonyms) were all above 45 years of age, with at least 10 visits to Hong Kong in 
1980-2010 and possessed exhaustive connections with local. Prior to the execution, all 
the interview questions (Appendix D) had been ethically approved by the Faculty of 
Social Sciences at The University of Hong Kong. 
Predicated on Weber’s (1979: 7) notion of antipsositivism, which fixates on 
the interpretation and meaningfulness of the agent’s social action within one’s own 
eyes and social constructs, oral history interviews, dynamically capturing “story-
telling”, improvised free-flowing dialogues and subtle emotions, were employed to 
secure data which emphasized on the subjective experience of the respective 
informants’ chronological observations of Hong Kong people’s interactions with local 
food culture and the derived implications on the city’s identity. Internalized and 
reflected from a British and Western perspective, these documented stories had 
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provided a versatile understanding of Hong Kong food culture and the effects of the 
tripartite forces (globalization, “Britishness” and “Chineseness”) in shaping Hong 
Kong identity. Consequently, via the post-structural lens, data garnered from the oral 
history interviews can further explicate the roles of globalization and the “hidden 
colonial logic” (see p. 2 to 3), stemming from the aftermath of various contested 
negotiations, which extend the “localized” scope of Hong Kong identity.   
A set of visuals, highlighting significant features of Hong Kong’s food scene 
throughout the three decades, was utilized to act as a probing tool to facilitate 
improved memory recall. All of these interviews were fully transcribed, in which the 
recurring codes (“Britishness”, “Chineseness” and globalization) in the audio 
transcripts were extracted for further analysis. In order to validate data garnered from 
the oral history interviews and also to act as a methodological balance to oral history, 
archive research, utilizing a problem-oriented approach, had also been carried out to 
extract relevant data that could substantiate the findings so derived from the oral 
history interviews. By combining and utilizing the two research methods, the study 
“discovers and assembles compelling histories that, for varying reasons, often have 
been subsumed by more dominant narratives” (Feldman-Barrett 2015: 83), evidently 
revaluating Hong Kong identity from a renewed perspective.  
4. Research Findings and Discussion 
 
4.1 Food as the lens to evoke and articulate Hong Kong identity 
 
As Hall depicts, identity is constantly transforming, in which it evolves upon 
the “continuous interplay of history, culture and power” (1990: 225). Evidently, 
identity, particularly in post-modernity, is perceived to be very versatile, influx and 
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ever-changing (Bauman 2005). To place this “fluid” and post-structural notion of 
identity in the context of this research, national identity is discursively constructed, 
where people, within an “imagined community” (Anderson 1991), “envision” that 
they are indoctrinated with similar sentiments, beliefs and attitudes through the 
various sociocultural and sociopolitical happenings that they collectively experience.
  Food culture, by the same token, is constructed to represent the “field of 
power relations exercised through discourse” (Farrer 2015: 4), in which the 
ideological development of Hong Kong identity, predicated from the observations of 
“the local people’s own voice, feeling and articulation” (Fung 2001: 593), forms the 
foundation on which the British (Western) angle can be built. 
The statement is heavily echoed by most of the informants1, 2 pinpointing that 
food culture (its specificities and evolvement) signifies the transient stages of identity 
that people of a city undergo. This is in support of Cheung’s (2002: 102) postulation 
that “dietary change reflects the cultural construction of people’s social lives”, 
ultimately alluding to the formation of collective identity. Hong Kong’s food culture, 
though composed of diverse cultural influences spanning around the globe, is still 
very much unique to its “locality” of the city. Ben Heslip, experienced British 
Airways Catering Director, recalled majestically that “[from] every single dish that 
you can pick up… there is probably a reason as to why people go and buy it. And it is 
the history behind… it is very representative of the Hong Kong heritage”.  
Additionally, Henry Henderson, Managing Director of a British multinational 
trading company, further reminisced in a very romanticized manner, “if I am 
overseas and I think of particular types of food… I immediately associate them with 
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Hong Kong; steam fish with Chinese vegetables reminds me of HK… there is an 
absolute co-existence, HK food…is intricately associated with the place”. 
Henceforth, substantiated by the findings engendered from the interviewees, 
and concurred with the empirical observations so depicted by Tam (1997) and Cheung 
(2002, 2005), food, as a type of versatile and unbiased cultural medium that resonates 
with people from all walks of lives, provides a more adept symbolic articulation of 
Hong Kong identity than those elicited through the rather sensitive and agitated 
sociopolitical symbols and icons.  
4.2 Food culture development and Hong Kong identity studies 
With food culture being so diverse and multifarious, the colonial and post-
colonial theories, namely Said’s Orientalism, Bhabha’s cultural mimicry and 
hybridization and Chow’s third space, are used to conceptualize a framework, 
depicted with “Britishness”, “Chineseness” and globalization influences, through 
which the evoked identities from food culture are mapped and compared with the 
attributes of the Hong Kong identity, so collected from empirical data to engender and 
substantiate the argument. 
4.2.1 The declining trend of “Britishness”, the sustained “Britishness” and its 
evocation and implications on Hong Kong identity 
 
So evoked within the context of food culture through its symbolic implications, 
“Britishness” (Appendix Bi.) is understood as the British influences embedded on the 
local’s food culture, values and identities. 
4.2.1.1 Declining “Britishness” 
 
Back in the 1980s, there was a much more remarkable influence of 
“Britishness” expressed in an array of traditional food (English Breakfast or Roast 
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Beef) and restaurant settings (such as that of Landaus and Jimmy’s Kitchen) in Hong 
Kong compared to the later periods (1990s and 2000s), as shared consensually by all 
interviewees. The sociocultural trend was believed to be attributed to colonial rule, the 
inundation of British expatriates living in Hong Kong and that British food was much 
more “up-marketed”3. It was heavily embraced by local to depict their “class”, 
showcasing a high level of cultural and economic capital (Bourdieu 1984), which 
epitomized their keenness for upward mobility. The phenomenon re-echoes with 
Said’s (1979) Orientalism discourse, where the dichotomy of Chinese food 
(embodying the “inferior” colonial object) and British cuisines (epitomizing the 
“dominant” colonial subject) is heavily apparent during the colonial era.  
 Transitioning to the 1990s, British influences in Hong Kong’s food culture 
started to waver, signifying a form of “active agency” by the colonized that Bhabha 
(1994) preached, where inter-mixing British cuisines with others from various cultural 
origins in one meal setting was believed to imply the colonial milieu’s attitude of 
projecting a double articulation of “resemblance and menace” (Bhabha 1994: 86) 
towards its colonizer. As Henry Henderson, nostalgically reminisced4, “the private 
clubs in Hong Kong, the Aberdeen Marina Club, etc., used to serve a lot more British 
style food [in the 1980s] but have opted to provide relatively more Chinese [a 
mixture of cuisines] as more Chinese people were there in the subsequent decades”. 
Similar finding had been made through the archive research on British Airways’ 
inflight food menus, where the mixture of Chinese and Western cuisines available on 
the Hong Kong to London in-flight route relatively increased in the post 1980s 
(Appendix Di. & ii.).  
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Extending to the 2000-2010 era, British influences in Hong Kong’s food 
culture plunged significantly, attributed by some informants of its decline to the 
burgeoning Chinese influences so instituted since Hong Kong’s “Handover” back to 
China5. However, most interviewees were deeply entrenched on the notion that, with 
the rise of globalization slowly taking root and becoming an influencer of Hong 
Kong’s food culture, the permeation of other various cuisines (such as East Asian, 
Mediterranean foods etc.), brought forth by the rapid transnational flow of cultures 
(Shim 2006), was the main underlying reason for the downturn of British food 
influences6.  
Fervently reiterated by Frederick Brown, renowned inflight food specialist, 
whom displayed a very earnest and thoughtful expression on his face whilst 
expressing his sentiment, “I think there is a development. It is much more 
competitive… not many good restaurants [in the 70s], but now, [food scene] is so 
diversified … a lot of chefs now, when there weren’t used to be”7. 
4.2.1.2 Sustained “Britishness” 
 
As an “outlier” that went against the demise of “Britishness” and epitomized 
its sustained prevalence through 1980 to 2010, British “high tea”, was considered 
“much more than just food” 8, and informants professed strong emotion when 
illustrating the experiences.  
Eloquently retracted into her “story telling” mode and lucidly recounted by 
Samantha Leeds, seasoned British Airways Cabin Crew Director, “it becomes an 
attraction, ‘oh let’s do high tea’, because it is an experience… an experience … back 
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to the past; the grandeur and nostalgic memories, the colonial opulence, something 
that is really, really special; second to none”. 
Other notable food items, such as the often-mentioned fish and chips9, also 
signified the sustained British influence in cultivating Hong Kong’s food culture 
throughout colonial and post-colonial eras. 
4.2.1.3 Evoked identity and values and its social implications (food to identity) 
 
The British delicacies of Hong Kong’s food culture, as a type of “up-marketed” 
culinary product in the 1980s, symbolically represents the “imperialistic” values, 
such as being diversified and advocating entrepreneurship to achieve higher social 
mobility, so effectuated from the foundation of colonial rule. However, the prominent 
decline of “Britishness”, entrenched within the derived Hong Kong identities, 
negatively coincides with the upsurge of both Chinese and global cultural flow.  
While the “Britishness” of Hong Kong food culture is seen dissipating, 
sustained British anomaly, such as high tea and fish and chips, metaphorically 
represents Hong Kong people’s incessant motivation to seek for democratized 
freedom. This particular facet of “colonial logic” has been seen forever instilled 
within Hong Kong people’s identity. 
4.2.2. The uprising trend of “Chineseness”, the long-held “Chineseness” and its 
evocation and implications on Hong Kong Identity 
 
So evoked within the context of food culture through its symbolic implications, 
“Chineseness” (Appendix Bii.) is interpreted as the Chinese influences embedded on 
the local’s food culture, values and identities. 
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4.2.2.1 Uprising “Chineseness” 
 
Chinese influences in Hong Kong food culture had consistently been seen as a 
staple in the three decades, in which the availability of authentic Chinese cuisines 
(from various provinces) and restaurants became more apparent in the 1990s and 
2000s, constituting the uprising of “Chineseness” in Hong Kong’s food culture.  
In the 1980s, the degree of Chinese influences permeated into Hong Kong’s 
food scene was not too prominent, based on the informants’ mixed responses. Some 
interviewees cited that their local Hong Kong business partners often invited them to 
dine in upper class Western and European restaurants, as they depicted that most 
“Hong Kongers” were not “proud” of Chinese cuisines back in the colonial era10. 
Frederick Brown intuitively insinuated that the local people were underwhelmed by 
the “authenticity” of Chinese cuisines and relinquished the chances to bring British 
and Westerners for Chinese-style “dim sum” or noodles. 
However, Damian Bucknell (Senior Director of a British conglomerate with 
substantial investment in Hong Kong) perpetually enjoyed basking in the various 
types of “Chinese cuisines” offered during business occasions. He reiterated 
affirmatively with heighted emotions, “the prime memory is [of course] for Chinese 
food, not for international food”11. 
In the 1990s and extending to the 2000s, as referenced by Chris Gordon 
(British Airways Cabin Services Director) and Frederick Brown, the growing 
prevalence of authentic Chinese restaurants and cuisines was facilitated by the 
increasing trans-border Chinese food cultural flow, brought forth by the mass influx of 
Mainland tourists into Hong Kong12. Chris Gordon further professed cerebrally that 
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Hong Kong’s return to China had allowed the local food culture to “experiment with 
different influences [varying types of provincial Chinese food], but always having 
Cantonese food [a nuanced component of Chinese cuisine] as a main base…”13. 
Alongside, three distinctive features, as highlighted by interviewees when 
depicting the Hong Kong food scene, were the importance of food in relation to the 
Chinese families, the numerous eccentric types of food and delicacies embedded in 
Chinese food culture and the quick tempo of consuming food14.  
4.2.2.2 Long-held “Chineseness” 
 
Sustained food influences, so derived from China in the forms of food 
etiquette and table settings which were well internalized into Hong Kong food culture, 
could be represented by the vastly discussed “round table” style of eating, where most 
informants depicted that the congregation of family members sitting in a circular 
manner with all the food put in the middle, showcased a very social style of eating 
which was very symbolic of the Chinese culture15. Heavily endorsed by Ben Heslip, 
whose words of approval depicted a strong sense of admiration and impressiveness, 
“the round table culture very much tells what the Chinese culture is as a whole. It is 
all about sharing… about bringing people together”. Further substantiated 
exuberantly from Damian Bucknell, “I like…not just food culture, but more of the 
hospitality culture… much better for communication”.  
In terms of banquet settings, the sophistication of Chinese wedding banquets 
[hosted in prestigious Chinese restaurants or upper class hotels], brought forth by the 
young people of respective generations16, had increased throughout the decades. The 
frivolous wedding, in line with the phenomenon of “dining in” culture, bore a marked 
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characteristic of the “Chineseness” in Hong Kong’s food culture. Henry Henderson’s 
facial emotion instantaneously changed from a “calm state” to a “frantic and panic 
mode”, where he recollected his Chinese wedding dinner experience as “very noisy, 
quick-speed and efficient”14. Narrating the story reminiscently, he poetically recalled: 
“The most noticeable thing is how fast the service is… there is no ceremony about 
the ceremony…There is always a lot of noise… eating… And the oranges arrive, 
and they all go home”. 
4.2.2.3 Evoked identity and values and its social implications (food to identity) 
 
The Chinese culinary influences permeated into Hong Kong’s food culture, 
which has risen in an upward trend ever since the end of 1980s, metaphorically 
implies Hong Kong people’s enhanced convergence to China’s sociocultural and 
historical norms and values. Additionally, within the three decades, “homeliness”, as 
a strong sense of “Chineseness” derived from the food culture, has always been 
perceived as an inherent “core” component of Hong Kong identity. In the eyes of the 
local, the consistent popularity of “round table culture”, “Puhn Choi” (all-in-one 
Cantonese food served in basin dish), “nouvelle Cantonese cuisine” and “dining in 
culture” etc. have become integral parts of Hong Kong’s food scene, symbolically 
epitomizing the importance of its motherland ’s nativist vision, and the significance 
of valuing China’s long and well-heralded heritage in embracing three distinctive 
features; the intimate relation with families, its diversity and efficiency.  
Symbolically, the mixed responses in relation to the cuisines consumed during 
business and formal meal setting, showcases a sense of ambivalence in terms of 
people’s cultural identity in the 1980s (Bhabha 1994), in which local are perceived to 
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be vacillating between both the imperial influences from its colonizer and the impacts 
of its motherland’s nativist vision. 
While round table culture epitomizes “comradery”, “familial” and harmonious 
atmosphere15, 17, data garnered showcasing the vibrancy, the loudness and the 
ferocious tempo14 when consuming food within these round table settings are distinct 
characteristics depicting the Hong Kong people’s pertinent core values (being 
efficient, upbeat and result-oriented)14. 
The upsurge of “Chineseness” is being ascertained, despite constant 
sociopolitical tensions with China. All along, Hong Kong people have been influenced 
by an array of China’s social norms.  
4.2.3 The ascending trend of  “Hongkongness”, its domination and identity 
evocation and implications on Hong Kong Identity 
 
Hong Kong style food in the 1980s, infused with mainly a mixture of both 
native Chinese and colonial British influences, used to be a distinctive and dominant 
feature of the local food scene. The development of Hong Kong style cafes and “Dai 
Pai Dongs” serving unique food such as “Yin Yeung” (mixture of coffee and tea), 
Swiss Chicken Wings (chicken wings in sweet soy sauce), etc., epitomized the 
“cultural hybridization process”, which Bhabha (1994) encapsulated as a contributing 
factor for the once colonial milieu to develop a reformed identity. So evoked within 
the context of food culture through its symbolic implications, “Hongkongness” 
(Appendix Biii.), effectuated in the form of hybridity, is derived from the mixed 
forces of influences; the pre-existing “Britishness”, “Chineseness”, and the emerging 
globalization, to shape the local food culture, values and identities. 
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4.2.3.1 Ascending “Hongkongness” 
 
In the 1980s, the development of cultural hybridity instilled within Hong 
Kong’s food culture was seen not as prevalent as in the 1990s18. Interviewees 
indicated that, while there was a strong supply of Hong Kong style cafes, “Tai Pai 
Dongs” and street food outlets in this period, it was very hard to find these local 
restaurants and, thus, not as popular amongst Westerners. Frederick Brown, in 
particular, further extended his argument, adamantly cited that “Hong Kong 
hybridized food” were seen as “low brow” and would only been consumed on streets, 
symbolically inferring that street food were stereotyped as “unhygienic” and unfit for 
Westerners. From Frederick’s tone of conviction instilled in his memory recall, it 
could be insinuated that local people did not feel “proud” of the then hybridized food 
culture, thereby preventing their Western friends to be exposed to them. Instead, their 
Western friends were invited to the rather up-marketed European restaurants, further 
augmenting the ideals of Orientalism discourse (Said 1979), epitomizing the 
“colonizer’s superiority” and the “colonized’s inferiority”.  
In the 1990s, with “Handover” becoming imminent, hybridized elements of 
local delicacies were growing in popularity, infused with greater Chinese influences 
(predominantly on atmosphere and decoration, etc.), as reflected by Chris Gordon19. 
Frederick Brown, nodding his head enthusiastically, resonated that these “Hong 
Kong style street food” had become more marketable and fashionable20, in which 
“some of these Hong Kong style hybridized street food, such as satays (skewered 
meat), were unheard of in the 1970s or 1980s, but had become an international dish in 
this period”. Due to the enhanced exposure and refined craftsmanship infused from 
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Chinese cookeries (derived from “Handover”), interviewees believed that Hong Kong 
style cafes and traditional hybridized food culture (vacillating between “Britishness” 
and “Chineseness”) were re-instated with a sense of dignity20 and became a 
prominent hub to exhibit the “authenticity” of the then unique “Hongkongness”.  
After 1997 and heading into the period of 2000s, most interviewees believed 
that fusion food, the amalgamation of various cultural influences infused in a 
particular type of delicacy, were becoming widely popular as a globalized trend. The 
evolving number of various Western, Mediterranean and Far Eastern cuisines 
available in Hong Kong, coupled with the rising number of buffets and fast food 
restaurants (renewed local hybridized food scene), reduced the number of outlets 
where one could enjoy the Hong Kong style food in localized cafes17. 
Scrutinizing and thinking deeply to retract this valuable and sentimental piece 
of memory, Henry Henderson evocatively surmised that, “there were many more Dai 
Pai Dongs [the traditional Hong Kong hybridized food scenes heavily apparent in the 
past], than there are now. In places, like Sai Kung, there were loads of them”. 
However, the distinct quality of the Hong Kong style food, in conjunction with the 
unique restaurant atmosphere [“loud…good cameradery…food is always well 
prepared… and staff always cleans”, as meticulously described by Henry Henderson 
once again)], was believed by interviewees that this “niche” cuisine could never be 
replicated.  
4.2.3.2 Dominating “Hongkongness” 
 
With the emergence of buffet, fast-food, fusion food, coupled with an influx of   
international cuisines (such as Mediterranean and Asian foods), permeating into Hong 
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Kong and infiltrating its food culture, informants perceived that Hong Kong people 
very much enjoyed eating these eclectic, international and westernized nouvelle fusion 
cuisines21, instead of the hybrid food forms dominated in 1980s or before, confined to 
the vacillating Chinese and British influences. 
Sam Jenkins, Sales Director of a British international trading company, and 
others observed that buffets, most notable in high class hotels, were extremely popular 
in Hong Kong because these settings allowed local to simultaneously savor the 
“globalized” and hybridized tastes of various national cuisines22, metaphorically 
depicting Hong Kong people’s incessant search for one’s identity in a “cultural 
supermarket” (Matthews 1998).  
Alongside, the contemporary and renewed forms of “Gongsik Yum Cha” and 
“frozen Dim Sum” offered in overseas supermarkets40 showcased a distinguished 
Hong Kong metropolitaneity” (Tam 1997: 299) and an emergent instant food culture, 
driven by globalization, in which the sustained trend of “valued, fast paced and 
readily-made” meals being heavily embraced, vividly evidencing the change.   
Further extended by Charlene Marseille, experienced British Airways Cabin 
Service Director, who was marveling at the various fast food chains permeating into 
Hong Kong23, exclaimed exuberantly, “there are many more fast food chains, 
establishments …So of course, I am sure McDonalds, and all the fast food places are 
becoming very popular”. 
4.2.3.3 Evoked identities and values and its social implications (food to identity)  
In the 1980s to early 1990s, vividly displayed in the food trend, the 
construction of Hong Kong’s “hybridized” identity, vacillated between the dual 
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influences of “Chineseness” and “Britishness”, was seen undermined by the 
imperialistic forces of the colonial rule. It was only till the mid or late 1990s, when 
up-surging “Chineseness” and globalized values of cosmopolitanism, internationalism, 
multiculturalism and an “expanded” democracy integrated themselves into the 
renewed attributes of the Hong Kong hybridized identity, did it self-depict its 
collective position and reinvigorate its uniqueness.  
Becoming fully-fledged in the 2000s and meshed with the ever-rising force of 
globalization, the trend of “Hongkongness” continued to perpetuate and grow, where a 
“renewed” type of hybridity was elicited. A new ideological structure, in which a 
tripod of forces lead by globalization and supplemented by the “primordial” British 
and Chinese influences, had effectuated and been developed; going beyond the “in-
betweenness” (Chow 1998) carved within “Britishness” and “Chineseness” to re-
construct Hong Kong’s individuality. 
4.3 The summarized “Hong Kong identity” - from an “evoked” perspective 
derived from local food culture 
 
From identities so evoked from Hong Kong’s food culture throughout the three 
decades, it can be seen that there are three visible trends: a decline of British 
influences, an upsurge of Chinese influences and a continued ascension of 
globalized values, shaping the collective identity of Hong Kong.   
In the 1980s, while Chinese and globalized values remained rather subdued, 
there was a strong sense of British influences derived from food culture, which was 
indoctrinated with a symbolic sense of individuality and liberty so engendered from 
colonial rule. However, British influences had been further diminished in the 1990s 
and this trend continued into the 2000s5, 6, 33. Due to the impending occurrence of 
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1997 “Handover” in effecting a greater trans-border cultural exchange, Chinese 
influences (symbolically represented by being result-oriented, quick-speed, family-
focused), as well as the ascending importance of globalized values (metaphorically 
depicted as international sophistication, multiculturalism, fueled by enhanced 
transnational flow), had usurped its prominence in engendering Hong Kong identity. 
Despite the mentioned evolved trend in the three decades, there were particular 
apparent sustained and emerged phenomena: firstly, a sustained British anomaly 
symbolizing a constant nostalgic re-visit to democratized freedom as evoked from 
high tea and fish and chips; secondly, the long-held sinicized influences implying a 
continued sense of “homeliness” towards China as epitomized by “round table” and 
“dining in” culture; and lastly, but most importantly, the emergent dominant force of 
globalization, depicted through the invasion of international cuisines, buffet and fast 
food culture, eliciting the “renewed hybridity (Hongkongness)” and going beyond 
“Britishness” and “Chineseness” (Chow 1998).   
4.4 The summarized “Hong Kong identity” - from an “empirical” perspective    
drawn directly from interviewees’ oral history 
 
In 1980s, indoctrinated by the influences so cemented from colonial rule, 
facets of Hong Kong people’s core values, such as liberty, entrepreneurship, etc., were 
widely prevalent, which were further highlighted by the local’s “wonderful 
individuality”24. Henry Henderson aptly utilized the term “swashbuckle”25 to describe 
the then Hong Kong identity, in which Hong Kongers were seen “[being] 
entrepreneurial, exciting, trying to find new things”. Despite a strong British influence 
and resentment towards Mainland Chinese in the 1980s (Ma 1999), Hong Kong 
people still maintained their unique sociocultural values (being efficient, hard working, 
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result-oriented and family focused). Chris Gordon lucidly revealed that Hong Kong 
people were “definitely hardworking26… whether it is in weekend or not, there is 
people in office… working in buildings, …always something going on. … really 
hardworking people, very family oriented” 26. Informants also depicted that Hong 
Kong people, in 1980s, were casted as “conservatively international and 
multicultural”, signifying that the effects of globalization were still primitive.  
The strong British influence in the 1980s indoctrinated in Hong Kong identity, 
as evident in the empirical findings, very much mirrors with the values evoked from 
the burgeoning presence of “up-marketed” British cuisines. Alongside, the 
relatively internalized Chinese values (efficiency, being result oriented, etc.), 
embedded in Hong Kong people, correspond with the downcasted Chinese foodways 
(self-depicted as inferior) so entrenched within the Hong Kong food culture. In 
addition, Hong Kong identity is in the initial stages of  “opening up” and becoming 
further exposed to internationalism and multiculturalism, which correlates with the 
rareness of international cuisines taking root in the decade.     
In the 1990s, there was a dilution of “British influenced” values, in which 
informants attributed this to the fact that Hong Kong people succumbed to China’s 
Communist ideologies and were “frightened” to blatantly express their identities. As 
“brain drainage” was particularly high in Hong Kong due to the political uncertainties 
triggered from “Handover”, Frederick Brown nostalgically reflected, “Many went 
abroad, didn’t they? They went to Canada, because they didn’t trust China” 27, 28, 29. 
Though it being a phenomenon, the persistence of Chinese influences, especially 
those derived from historical ideals (comradery, familial orientation, etc.), vividly 
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remained in Hong Kong identity. Samantha Leeds reminisced and clearly denoted that 
“family is the core value. Family bonding and friendships [are] very evident … time 
and time again, [where] generations, grandparents, parents and children [eat] 
together”30. 
Nonetheless, with Hong Kong returning to Chinese rule, Hong Kong identity 
was perceived to be in disarray and in flux27, where Hong Kong people opted for 
pursuing the “global supermarket” to seek for a sense of cultural belonging 
(Matthews 1998). Most interviewees observed that Hong Kong people started to 
divert to an enhanced transnational world-view, equipped with a globalized mindset 
showcasing international sophistication, cosmopolitanism and multiculturalism. 
Consequently, the distinctiveness of Hong Kong identity, as not British, nor Chinese, 
became very apparent since the mid 1990s. Jeffrey Watson, British trading 
multinational Product Manager, recalled succinctly from his numerous interactions 
with his Hong Kong companions. “They [Hong Kong people] don’t see themselves as 
Chinese. They don’t see themselves as British either. They got their own identity”31. 
In this decade, the empirical depiction of the diluted British values, embedded 
in the Hong Kong identity, resonates deeply with the attributes evoked from food. In 
particular, the prominent presence of a “mixture of cuisines”, within the 1990s, 
metaphorically implies the gradual dissipation of prominent British influence, 
which is being upstaged by either Chinese or international “flavors” of culinary tastes. 
Moreover, the tenacious Chinese influences (family focus and hard work26, 32) drawn 
from empirical findings are still very much embedded in Hong Kong identity, which 
further corresponds with the long held influences so derived from the “Chineseness” 
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(round table and “dining in” culture). With the rise of transnational cultural flow in 
late 1990s in developing a globalized mindset that epitomizes a sense of 
“metropolitaneity” (Tam 1997) and internationalism, this begins to reflect in the 
embedded meanings of Hong Kong food culture, where local hybridized food (i.e. 
satays20) are becoming much more prominent internationally and globally.  
In the 2000s, empirical findings indicated a further decline of British 
importance on Hong Kong identity, following the escalation of globalization and 
Chinese influences’ prominence. Samantha Leeds poetically echoed33,  “I think … 
definitely the freedom and the vibrancy and the spirit of HK, [which is] all on HK 
people’s merit, rather than for the British people’s merit… very, very pure Hong 
Kong”. However, the emphasis on experiencing equality, democratized freedom and 
inclusiveness, as conventional British norms, had converged and redefined to 
becoming a type of “globalized values”, where the essence of achieving liberalism 
became re-aligned under a macro worldview. The reading was supported by the oral 
history of Henry Henderson and Damian Bucknell. They stressed a sense of continuity 
of British values but re-defined with a cosmopolitan dimension and “streetscape”, 
being maintained in post 1997 Hong Kong identity, metaphorically represented by the 
same “government system”34 and street names (Queen’s Road, etc.)35 being used in 
post “Handover”.  
In parallel, the prominent upsurge of Chinese influences, stabilized the “once 
in flux” HK identity (in the 1990s) and converged with China’s sociocultural and 
sociopolitical ideals, was facilitated by economic nationalism (Ma and Fung 2008). 
Therefore, the long held values (hard work, efficiency and family focus), derived from 
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“Chineseness”, continued to be widely enforced. China’s active non-interference on 
Hong Kong’s affairs after “Handover” unexpectedly excited informants36, 37. Damian 
Bucknell surmised thoughtfully and in a gratified manner38, “Some people might say 
Hong Kong changed so much [due to “Handover”]. I argue not. The vibrancy of Hong 
Kong people has not changed… the excitement… the vibrancy of Hong Kong [is still 
there]”. Consequently, Hong Kong had capitalized on this opportunity, the autonomy 
of “growing” independently, to become vastly immersing and advocating for 
globalized values in shaping its own identity39.  
In this period, British values further dissipate according to both empirical 
findings and identity trend evoked from food culture. Contrastingly, the ascending 
force of globalization, bringing forth the values of international sophistication and 
“metropolitaneity” (Tam 1997) in heavily influencing the development of the Hong 
Kong identity, has been made parallel to the invasion of numerous international 
cuisines which enhances the diversity of Hong Kong’s food culture. However, 
reflected from the evidence collected, a niche assortment of particular British values 
(democracy and equality) converge to become globalized doctrines, in which this 
trend has not been evident and evoked from the culinary scene of Hong Kong (the 
long standing “British” anomalies of Hong Kong food culture, high tea and fish and 
chips8 9, continue to signify the “nostalgic re-visit” to democratized freedom sought 
after in the colonial rule”). In terms of the Chinese influences’ upsurge in further 
cementing the long held local’s values so derived from the motherland, both the 
evoked and empirical identities mirror similar trends. The Hong Kong food scene is 
able to independently experiment with creating nouvelle Cantonese cuisines through 
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the amalgamation and “inter-mixing” of local elements with “trans-border” cultural 
flow, metaphorically eliciting a strong convergence of “homeliness” towards its 
nation.  
4.5 The tripartite sources of influences in constituting Hong Kong identity  
 
With thorough evaluation via the two perspectives (localized vs. Western post-
colonial), there existed particular sustained influences that had been strongly apparent 
and functioning as the renewed pillars in driving Hong Kong identity and its 
evolvement throughout the three decades. The “tripartite influences”; namely the 
influences from the historic British colonizer, the imperial Chinese motherland, as 
well as the prevailing globalization ideals, made evident in previous sections, shaped 
or continued to shape the identity of Hong Kong people.  
4.6 The prevailing importance of globalization 
 
More importantly, the injection of these international fusion and fast food 
cuisines symbolically problematizes the “hybridized” ideologies, originally 
constructed by the vacillation of British and Chinese influences, evoked from Hong 
Kong identity, where it has expanded further and pushed the current realms of 
ideological doctrines by incorporating the “new” interlocutor of globalization42. As 
Tam further illustrates, Hong Kong identity and the components of its social ethos, 
already comprised of an inter-mixture of Chinese and British internal influences, 
needs to be re-oriented by recognizing “a collective identity in the culturalization of 
metropolitaneity which is readily consumed in everyday life” (Tam 1997: 305).  
Aligned with globalized values, informants marvel at the influx of food 
outlets, offering a crossover of cultures effectuated by globalization, allowing 
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sophistication and multiculturalism to be further heightened in Hong Kong. 
Consequently, the new nuanced forms of development, so introduced through cross-
border and transnational flow, have further complicated the existing Hong Kong food 
culture and its implications on the local identity.  
Additionally, Hong Kong’s food culture and identities, such as the “Hong 
Kong style hybridized food” served in traditional “Dai Pai Dongs” have been further 
transformed and effectuated a type of “contraflow” in globalization. As Samantha 
Leeds remarked, “What is really interesting, is that dim sum is something that I never 
heard of before. Now, you even see a dim sum, in a supermarket… in a packet… in 
Sainsbury’s40 (a supermarket chain in Great Britain)”. Particularly, the notion of 
globalization has punctuated a unified global worldview that enforces 
multiculturalism, metropolitaneity (Tam 1997) and cosmopolitanism, being made 
evident from the symbolic meanings of Hong Kong’s diversified food scene. This has 
further prompted globalization as a new pillar of ideological thinking in formulating 
the “renewed” Hong Kong identity in the late 1990s and thereafter.  The popularity of 
the modern and renewed “Puhn Choi” and “Gongsik yumcha” (Chan 2010: 185; Tam 
1997) bear good examples of globalization influences, transcending beyond the 
British and Chinese values so profusely developed in the 1980s or before. 
Mirroring the diversity and heterogeneity of Hong Kong’s food culture 
(becoming more international, modern and cosmopolitan), Hong Kong identity, 
becoming more globalized, is re-aligning itself with renewed hybrid factors [expanded 
democratization and equality, change, adaptability and inclusiveness (Tam 1997)] in 
seeking out a sense of social belonging41.    
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As perceived from these three diverse influences that have become entrenched 
in Hong Kong’s food culture (from which a multi-faceted Hong Kong identity is being 
evoked); the burgeoning and growing importance of the globalization force, 
supplemented by the sociopolitical influences derived from British and the 
sociocultural norms originated from Chinese, perpetuate together in instituting a 
stringent learning curve to deconstruct and “modernize” these aforementioned values 
in aligning with a “global” status quo, jointly formulating the trilateral pillars in 
developing Hong Kong identity. This perfectly resonates, and substantiates the 
argument of the research; globalization is taking the lead, modulated with 
“Britishness” and “Chineseness”, to create a re-contextualized third space (Chow 
1998). 
5. Conclusion  
 
In contrast to using the intensified sociopolitical symbols as lens in depicting 
Hong Kong identity (Ma and Fung 2008), food, as an everyday neutral medium to 
illustrate the various sociocultural and sociopolitical trends, is well endorsed in the 
research as an adept symbolic product to gauge Hong Kong identity (Cheung 2002, 
2005; Tam 1997). From an Occidental perspective, with the tripod of influences re-
contextualizing Chow’s (1998) third space, the dominating effects of globalization, 
supplemented by the influences of “Britishness” and “Chineseness”, are intertwined 
to co-create Hong Kong’s well diversified food culture and engender new dynamics 
for its unique identity formation. To further reiterate, the Hong Kong’s “hybridized” 
food culture is not only constituted by the primordial dual forces of British and 
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Chinese, but, instead, heavily anchored and led by the ever prevailing globalization 
ideals. 
The dynamics so evoked from this asymmetrical tripod has reinvigorated a 
distinctive and contemporary type of Hong Kong identity. It is one that advocates for 
its post-colonial autonomy (away from both Britain and China), where the 
subjectivization of consuming the eclectic types of cuisines available in Hong Kong; 
at times reverting to colonial, national and the newly “globally” hybridized food, have 
further reified the spirit and identity of the Hong Kong people (Tam 1997: 305). 
Applicable to the situation in Hong Kong, the relationship with China is 
constantly deterred following escalating tension due to socio-political divergence. 
Series of turmoil and unrest [“Anti Subversion Law (HK Basic Law Article 23) 
demonstration in 2003” (Appendix Biv.),  “Umbrella Movement of 2014” (appendix 
Bv.), etc.] effectuate radical sense of “de-sinicization” amongst Hong Kong local, 
which further extend to the present day. Consequently, Hong Kong people resort to a 
constant negotiation of their values through the re-alignment with a transnational 
world-view, indoctrinated with globalized post-modern socio-cultural norms and 
values (multiculturalism, cosmopolitanism, expanded democracy and liberalism, etc.) 
to establish their distinctive national identity. A detailed investigation on the 2016 
Mong Kok civil unrest (colloquially termed as “fishball revolution”) (Moss 2016) is 
highly recommended in further researching how Hong Kong people, especially the 
younger generation, renegotiate and shape their identity via street food culture in 
2010s. 
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To further refine the project, a longitudinal study, which allows for a more 
efficient, sequentially examined and timely retrieval process for the most cherished 
memories of local food culture, and its evoked identities, is called for. Additionally, to 
ensure a more balanced and representative coverage, informants from various class 
stratifications (upper, middle and working class) should be proportionally sampled 
and addressed accordingly. 
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Appendices 
Appendix A: Notes of informants’ memory recall and oral history  
 
1. Ben Heslip recalled majestically that “I think [from] every single dish that you can 
pick up… there is probably a reason as to why people go and buy it. And it is the 
history behind… it is very representative of the Hong Kong heritage” while 
Samantha Leeds endorsed cohesively that “you actually get all the emotion that comes 
with it, which is… the buzz, the smell… the senses… you cannot recreate that 
experience”. 
 
2. Henry Henderson further reminisced in a very romanticized manner, “if I am 
overseas, and I think of a particular type of food, I immediately associate it with the 
place I eat in HK… For BBQ pork, I am sitting in my factory in HK with my 
suppliers…eating steam fish with Chinese vegetables reminds me of HK…I am 
absolutely certain that there is a co-existence, there is something about HK food 
which is intricately associated with a place”.  
 
3. In the 1980s, some interviewees, such as Frederick Brown, with an intense and 
dignified look on his face, noticed and observed that British and European foods were 
much more “up-marketed” compared to that of Chinese culinary items. 
4. As Henry Henderson, nostalgically reminisced4, “the private clubs in Hong Kong, 
the Aberdeen Marina Club, etc., used to serve a lot more British style food [in the 
1980s] but have opted to provide relatively more Chinese [a mixture of cuisines] as 
more Chinese people were there in the subsequent decades”. 
5. Especially right after post 1997 and extending to the 2000 and 2010 era, some 
interviewees, such as Ben Heslip and others, noted that British influences in food 
culture of Hong Kong had a significant dip, interlinking it to Hong Kong’s Handover 
back to China. 
6. Majority interviewees were deeply entrenched and embraced the notion that, with 
the rise of globalization slowly taking root and becoming an influencer of Hong 
Kong’s food culture, the permeation of other various cuisines (such as East Asian, 
Mediterranean foods etc.), brought forth by the rapid transnational flow of cultures, 
were the main underlying reasons as to why British food influences decreased in the 
subsequent years (around Handover and in the 2000 to 2010 era). 
7. Fervently reiterated by Frederick Brown, whom portrayed a very earnest and 
thoughtful expression on his face whilst clearly expressing his sentiments, “I think 
there is a development. It is much more competitive… there were not many good 
restaurants [in the 70s], but now, HK [food scene] is so diversified and there are a lot 
of chefs now, when there weren’t used to be”. 
8. Informants professed strong sentiment and emotion when illustrating “high tea” 
experiences, marveling at the meticulous and well-prepared delicacies in the glamour 
and richness of the ‘silver and gold’ trays” served in the Peninsula Hotel. Samantha 
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Leeds eloquently narrated and retracted into her story telling mode and lucidly 
recounted this cultural experience of “high tea” as one of her fondest memories of 
Hong Kong, “it becomes an attraction, ‘oh let’s do high tea’, because it is an 
experience… They are providing more than the food…. an experience tailored and 
designed to take you back to the past; the grandeur and nostalgic memories, the 
colonial opulence, something that is really, really special; second to none”. 
Informants also observed that more Hong Kong people, rather than that of foreigners, 
nor tourists, were enjoying this typical colonial experience, and had been a recurring 
trend since the 1980s. 
 
9. Other notable food items, such as the often-mentioned fish and chips evoked from 
the informants’ nostalgic memories of enjoying these sustained British delicacies in 
Hong Kong as also highlighted by some informants. 
 
10. Frederick Brown vividly illustrated that the local business partners usually 
preferred to bring him to dine in the higher class Western and European cuisines, 
instead of eating in local Chinese cuisines. He intuitively observed that the local 
people of Hong Kong were not proud of the authentic side of Chinese cuisines, and 
would relinquish the chances to bring British and Westerns for Dim Sum or Chinese 
noodles. 
11. Damian Bucknell reiterated affirmatively with heighted emotions, “the prime 
memory is [of course] for Chinese food, not for international food” while Henry 
Henderson, stated convincingly, “Always Chinese. In the early 1980s, [people] 
always [take you to eat] Chinese”. 
12. With the arrival of the 1990s and the “soon-to-the Handover”, the interviewees 
observed that the number of authentic Chinese restaurants and cuisines started to grow 
in size, which symmetrically correlated with the reduction of British cuisines and 
restaurants in Hong Kong. Quoted by certain interviewees, the larger influx of 
Mainlanders, travelling down to Hong Kong in the 1990s, was considered to be a very 
important source for the trans-border flow of the cultural influences of the Chinese 
food, to be infused and immersed in the Hong Kong food scene.  Further articulated 
by Frederick Brown, “the Hong Kong food culture moved, changed much more to 
Chinese; because obviously, they were getting more guests coming from China”. 
13. Chris Gordon and Frederick Brown referenced “the growing prevalence of 
authentic Chinese restaurants and cuisines had been facilitated by the increasing trans 
border Chinese food cultural flow, brought forth by mass Mainland tourist influx. 
Chris Gordon further professed cerebrally that Hong Kong’s return to China has 
allowed the local food culture to “experiment with different influences [types of 
nuanced and provincial Chinese food], but always having Cantonese food as a main 
base… in creating a nouvelle Cantonese cuisine”. 
14. Henry Henderson’s facial emotion instantaneously changed from a “calm state” to 
a “frantic and panic mode”, where he recollected his Chinese wedding dinner 
experience as “very noisy, quick-speed and efficient”. Narrating the story 
reminiscently, he poetically recalled, “The most noticeable thing about Chinese 
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banquet is how fast the service is. They serve everything you eat, they bring the next 
thing you eat. “There is no ceremony about the ceremony…There is always a lot of 
noise, a lot of eating… they still play mahjong, they still eat very quickly. And the 
oranges arrive, and they all go home”. 
15. The “round table culture” that takes place when Chinese families eat dinner” was 
considered by most informants as revolutionary and considered to be a very “social 
style” of consuming meals. Ben Heslip, whose facial emotions depicted a strong sense 
of admiration and impressiveness, exuberantly exclaimed that “the round table 
culture represents very much about what is the Chinese culture as a whole. It is all 
about sharing. It is all about bringing people (each other) together, and sharing what 
people think is the most important”. Further depicted meritoriously from Damian 
Bucknell, “I like… not just food culture, but more of the hospitality culture. First of 
all, it is the round table…, [which] is much better for communication. So I always, 
here in London, promote the round table culture”. 
16. As indicated lucidly by some interviewees, the glamour and sophistication of these 
Chinese weddings have increased throughout the decades (especially in the late 1990s 
and stretching into now), signaling a type of “conspicuous consumption” (Veblen 
1994) brought forth by the newly-weds and young people of respective generations. 
17. Scrutinizing and thinking deeply to retract this valuable and sentimental piece of 
memory, Henry Henderson evocatively surmised that, “When I was here in the early 
80s, there were many more ‘Dai Pai Dongs’, then there are now. In places, like Sai 
Kung, there were loads of them”. However, the distinct quality of the Hong Kong 
style food, in conjunction with the unique restaurant atmosphere [“loud…good 
cameradery…food is always well prepared… and staff always cleans” as noted by 
Henry Henderson)], was believed by interviewees that this “niche” cuisine could 
never be replicated.  
 
18. Interviewees like Henry Henderson and others indicated that, while there was a 
strong supply and prevalence of Hong Kong style cafes (Tai Pai Dongs and street food 
outlets), there were relatively few Westerners eating at these distinct eateries, because 
it was very hard to find these places and thus not as popular amongst Westerners. 
Frederick Brown, in particular, further extends his argument and adamantly cites that 
“Hong Kong hybridized food” were seen as “low brow” and would only been eaten 
on the streets, symbolically inferring to the fact that these street food were stereotyped 
as “unhygienic” and unfit for the Westerners. From Frederick’ tone of conviction 
instilled in his recall of memory, it could be insinuated that local people did not feel 
“proud” of this particular type of hybridized food “reinvention”, thereby preventing 
their Western friends and colleagues to be exposed to them.  Instead, their Western 
friends and colleagues were invited to the rather up-marketed European restaurants. 
 
19. Interviewees in this study critically perceived that the assortment of “Hong Kong 
style hybridized food” are flavored with a much stronger heritage of Chinese 
influences, rather than the diminutive element of British influences so transpired in 
these food items. 
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20. With “Handover” getting closer, Hong Kong started to put emphasis on developing 
hybridized elements of local delicacies with stronger Chinese influences (more on 
atmosphere and decoration, etc., reflected by informant (Chris Gordon). Frederick 
Brown, with his head nodding enthusiastically, exclaimed that these “Hong Kong 
style street food” had become more marketable and fashionable. “Some of these 
Hong Kong style hybridized street food, such as satays, were unheard of in the 1970s 
and 1980s, but had become an international dish in this period”. Due to the prevalence 
of enhanced exposure, as well as greater craftsmanship and skill infused from Chinese 
cookeries (following the greater sociocultural influences with the imminent 
“Handover”), interviewees believed that Hong Kong style cafes became a prominent 
hub for Westerners and tourists to converge and enjoy the “authentic taste” of Hong 
Kong style food. 
 
21. Informants instigated that Hong Kong people very much enjoyed eating these 
eclectic and globalized international, Westernized nouvelle fusion cuisines when they 
were dining out, symbolically illustrating a type of “conspicuous consumption” 
(Veblen 1994) and also showcasing an elevated “cultural and economic capital” 
(Bourdieu 1984) by endeavoring in various nuanced types of international cuisines. 
22. Sam Jenkins and other informants related their observations intently that buffets, 
most notable in high class hotels continued to be extremely popular in Hong Kong 
because these settings allow local to simultaneously savor the “globalized” tastes of 
various national cuisines. 
23. Charlene Marseille, who was seemingly marveling at the inundation of various fast 
food chains permeating into Hong Kong, exclaimed exuberantly, “there are many 
more fast food chains, establishments …So of course, I am sure McDonalds, and all 
the fast food places are becoming very popular”. 
24. Furthermore, the establishment of infrastructure, as well as the opening of various 
business opportunities brought forth by British influences, was paramount to the 
success of Hong Kong people and further highlights the “wonderful individuality”, 
as aptly described by Charlene Marseille, of the Hong Kong identity. 
 
25. Henry Henderson aptly utilized the term “swashbuckle” to describe the values of 
Hong Kong people, in which Hong Kongers were seen to “[be] entrepreneurial, being 
exciting, trying to find new things and this is part of their nature”. Interviewee 
(Damian Bucknell) resonated glowingly and approvingly that “the overall vibrancy of 
Hong Kong is wonderful and the determination of Hong Kong people, the hard work, 
entrepreneurship and ‘openness to the world’ of Hong Kong people…all that kind of 
thing is wonderful and that hasn't changed… there is a great continuity there”. 
26. Chris Gordon lucidly revealed that Hong Kong people were “definitely 
hardworking… whether it is in weekend or not, there is people in office… working in 
buildings, …always something going on. … really hardworking people, very family 
oriented”. 
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27. Frederick Brown surmised that there was a“ brain drainage” in Hong Kong “pre-
Handover”. With the Communist China looking to re-capture Hong Kong as part of its 
territory, he offered a succinct anecdote of how a few secretaries, despite the difficult 
path of immigration and beginning to embark on new lives, decided to move to 
Canada to avoid Chinese rule. In relating this story, there was a hint of sorrow, which 
could detect from his voice and facial emotion, reminiscing on the hardship so 
incurred to these secretaries who struggled on their paths towards migration. 
Consequently, due to the increase of transnational flow in Hong Kong people moving 
to other countries, Hong Kong identity was perceived to be “weaker” and seen to be 
in a type of disarray and in flux.  
28. Some interviewees, such as Chris Gordon, observed intuitively that Hong Kong 
people “[felt a little bit of resentment…about the fact that it was a British colony… 
[and] you felt that you were in China…[and in that case] Hong Kong people still 
relate more with the Chinese part of the culture”.  
29. With the impending “Handover” in sight, some informants, (Henry Henderson & 
others), where a slight contempt could be detected in his voice and tone, lucidly 
expressed that Kong people directly assumed “immediately everything is going to be 
much worse” and decided not to trust China. 
30. Samantha Leeds reminisced and clearly denoted that “family is the core value. 
Family bonding and friendships [are] very evident … time and time again, [where] 
generations, grandparents, parents and children [eat] together….”. 
31. Jeffrey Watson recalled succinctly from his numerous interactions with his Hong 
Kong companions, “speaking to people whom are HK based, I think they [Hong Kong 
people] don’t see themselves as Chinese. They don’t see themselves as British either. 
They got their own identity between the combination of the two”. 
32. Echoed by some of the interviewees, the manifestation of these long, enduring and 
stable values of Hong Kong people were the effects of British colonial rule, where the 
British government laid down a foundation for Hong Kong people to witness the 
transformation of Hong Kong. Through the daily application of traits such as hard 
work and determination, this previously colony had emerged from a small fishing 
port to becoming, as Samantha Leeds wonderfully surmised, a “mega center of the 
Far East”.  
33. Samantha Leeds further re-echoing her sentiments, she poetically continued on,  “I 
think what I see is definitely the freedom and the vibrancy and the spirit of HK, 
[which is] all on HK people’s merits, rather than for the British people’s merits… It is 
neither, nor anything about the colonial British. It is very, very pure Hong Kong”. 
34. Henry Henderson echoed the same sentiments, where he observed a trend that “the 
new HK government has been very, very careful to keep [and maintain] the 
infrastructure” so set forth by the British government. 
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35. Damian Bucknell marveled at the continuity of “Queens’ Road”, which has been 
maintained the same road name in Hong Kong even after the “Handover”, Hong Kong 
becoming part of from China. 
36. As portrayed by Sam Jenkins, who possessed a slight look of incredulousness on 
his face when relating this memory recall, “I expected to see quite a change, when HK 
was handed over. I would think that it would be a lot less infusion of British tradition, 
and would be more Chinese. I thought HK would lose whatever character it had, and 
changes. But, I don't think it has… It is clever that HK was able to keep its culture”. 
37. Samantha Leeds articulated cogently, “I do hope that HK people feel that their 
island is their island… and this is what they have and they can protect it and preserve 
it and show it the world. [The HK identity] is a very, very strong identity… the 
average HK citizen, is a proud citizen. And proud to contribute and benefit from that 
greater good. It seems to me that the freedom to be, whether you can be, is very much 
possible… As an outsider looking in, I would say that everyone has the same 
opportunity”. 
38. Damian Bucknell surmised thoughtfully and in a gratified manner, “Some people 
might say Hong Kong changed so much [due to the “Handover”]. I argue not. The 
vibrancy of Hong Kong people has not changed… the excitement… the vibrancy of 
Hong Kong [is still there]”.  Samantha Leeds further echoed, “in many ways, HK is 
being used, politically… as a bit of a star… From an outsider looking in, I think HK 
maintained its autocracy and independence… [and] HK has been used politically, 
[whether] rightly or wrongly, as a type of showcase of “are we marvelous?”. 
39. A portion of the interviewees, (as vivaciously and proudly elaborated by Ben 
Heslip and other informants) believed that the hard work ethic, the determination, the 
entrepreneurial spirit and the sense of an “openness to the world” are acquired from 
the amalgamation of national values promoted by China, the inundation of Western 
influences originating from Britain’s colonial rule, as well as adaptation of various 
globalized norms and values, to create the identity of a “Westernized, modernized and 
liberalized China”. 
40. “What is really interesting, is that dim sum is something that I never heard of 
before. Now, you even see a dim sum, in a supermarket… in a packet… in 
Sainsbury’s”, as mentioned by Samantha Leeds, with a spark of incredulousness. 
41. Interviewees fervently believe that the Hong Kong identity needs to re-align itself 
with the renewed hybrid factors that constitute the “cosmopolitanism” of the city, such 
as the leveraging on various factors (the robust economy, the international “flair” of 
the city, the democratization, freedom and equality of its values, norms and  
characteristics etc.), that manifested itself based on Hong Kong’s distinctive 
socialization process, brought forth by colonial rule intermixed with national  and 
globalization influences, in “orientating” one’s direction in seeking out a sense of 
cultural belonging. 
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42. As indicated from most interviewees as a marked trend in this re-alignment to a 
consensual world-view, food changes assoicated with globalized values have evoked 
a heightened sense of health consciousness, sophistication and “content sharing” via 
social media (voraciously sharing food pictures with friends on various new and social 
media platforms) and most importantly signifying the rise of cosmopolitanism and 
multiculturalism, driven by globalization. 
43. Further articulated insightfully from one of his memorable colonial memories of 
Hong Kong, Sam Jenkins emotionally narrates that “the British obviously came here, 
and obviously influenced this country and trained a lot of HK Chinese people. By 
then, the momentum gathered and then those HK Chinese people became 
successful...[building] up a totally different and unique country in HK [and enabling 
HK to become a land of opportunity”. 
44. Samantha Leeds passionately depicted through the synchrony of nodding 
admiration and a “thumbs up” gesture, “HK people [are able to] manage to keep their 
identity and not only that, but to prove to the world that they could do it without being 
a colony, and they can actually do even better”.  
45. Some interviewees were in the opinion that the locals should revert back to their 
long heralded norms and characteristics so created during colonial rule, such as the 
various globalized, democratized and liberating values so effectuated.  
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Appendix B: Food and Identity-Related Movements photos 
i.“Britishness” depicted through iconic food/settings 
 
 
Figure 1. High tea at the iconic Peninsula      Figure 2. Fish and chips at London House  
Hotel in Kowloon, Hong Kong             restaurant in Tsim Tsa Tsui, Hong Kong  
Source: Tsang 2016                                        Source: Elite Gourmet; as cited in 
 OpenRice 2016 
 
 
ii. “Chineseness” depicted through iconic food/settings 
 
 
  
Figure 3. Cantonese and other provincial cuisines in “round table” setting  
Source: BBC 2014 
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iii. Contemporary Hong Kong “hybridized” food depicted in buffet settings  
 
 
Figure 4. European cuisine    Figure 5. Chinese cuisine    Figure 6. Japanese cuisine 
(salad buffet with ham)          (Lobster baked with            (Tempura- deep fried  
Source: Tsang 2016   Cheese)              prawn) 
Source: Tsang 2016        Source: Tsang 2016         
 
 
iv. Protest against “Hong Kong Basic Law Article 23” 
 
Source: Classroom for Democratic           Source: Hong Kong Reporting 2014 
Education in Hong Kong 2014   
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v. “Umbrella Movement” 2014 
 
 
Source: Tsang 2014; as cited in South China Morning Post  
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Appendix C: Informants’ profiles 	
i. Frederick Brown 
Frederick is a seasoned in-flight food specialist and author who frequently travels to 
Hong Kong and enjoys tasting various Hong Kong local “lowbrow” and international 
“highbrow” cuisines. He craves “comfort food”, especially a bowl of noodles which 
welcomes him every time he ventures to Hong Kong after a long flight. As Frederick 
Brown depicted, “Food in Hong Kong are very comforting. When we used to land, we 
would go straight to have fish noodles. A bowl of noodles! Because you were tired, 
you normally landed in the evening from Europe, and we would go to have noodles 
and a drink. And then we would go to bed, as we had to work in the morning”. 
 
ii. Damian Bucknell 
Damian is a senior director, based in London and currently working in a British multi-
national conglomerate, who used to reside in Hong Kong in the late 1980s to early 
2000s. He possesses versatile knowledge in Hong Kong food culture, particularly 
Chinese and Asian cuisines in business settings. Damian Bucknell recalled one of his 
favorite anecdotes of his time in Hong Kong (which very much interrelates with the 
local food culture). The prime memory [of Hong Kong food culture] was for Chinese 
food [shark fin, and all the other Chinese food] and not for international food. I think 
the visitors enjoyed them (Chinese food) very much. “There was once a famous story 
of an American visitor walking out of the hotel in Central and said to the doorman: 
‘gee, can you tell me the way to China town please?’ He did not seem to realize, 
because Central looked sort of big and Western, and looked very different from the 
street market atmosphere. But I always say to people, walk up the Ladder streets, into 
the real Hong Kong. Up the Ladder streets, not just LKF and the nightclubs, you get 
all the wonderful snacks/food up there”. 
 
iii. Chris Gordon 
Chris is a British Airways (BA) cabin service director who possesses vast knowledge 
on in-flight catering, with immense experience on Hong Kong local food scene 
(especially Western, Chinese and Hong Kong style local cafes), as a result of his 
frequent ventures into different parts of Hong Kong with his fellow BA members. 
Chris Gordon recalled succinctly, “We used to go on adventures together as well. It 
was again, on every trip, crew peers would know a special place, or where to go… 
And I remember a trip to ‘Stanley Market’, so we used to spend all day there, eat there 
- eat at the local restaurants there. So, it was all and still is, I would say, an adventure”. 
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iv. Henry Henderson 
Henry is a managing director of a British international watch trading company, used 
to be based in Hong Kong (in 1980s to early 1990s) and then Singapore (in early and 
mid 1990s). He is well versed with Western food, Chinese food and local style food in 
Hong Kong, possessing versatile connections with numerous Hong Kong friends. “In 
the 80s, [I went to] a lot of banquets. I was often the only European, but that was great. 
Because I got to eat stuff that nobody had eaten. None of my friends ever tried them. 
Shark fin soup, abalone, Beijing duck, all these sort of stuff…..”. 
 
Henry constantly reminisced on the uniqueness of local style food culture in Hong 
Kong, especially that of the nostalgic experiences of eating at “Dai Pai Dongs”. “Even 
in the 1980s, in Stanley market…you would always wash your chopsticks, in hot tea, 
on the road. So you have your teapot, and you washed it on the road, so the tea went 
on the road, and then you started eating. Now, they actually bring you a bowl with hot 
water, and they wash it in hot water and they take the bowl away. In the old days, it 
was just,  ‘chuck’ it on the road. So you’ve [HK people] always been health 
conscious... Nothing is undercooked, and they only try to use fresh produce. The only 
time you actually get food poisoning is in the hotel, not by the side of the street. 
Because, obviously, their whole livelihood depends on that little store down the road, 
on the customers not getting sick”.   
 
v. Ben Heslip 
Ben is a BA in-flight catering director who is very knowledgeable on in-flight catering, 
as well as Hong Kong cookeries and culinary origins of cuisines. “I am eclectic in my 
taste. Unless it doesn’t repulse me from the beginning, I will try anything.  [The Hong 
Kong Style Milk Tea] is very sweet, and very milky. It has a lot of sugar in it. What is 
interesting about this is the story; how that becomes the Hong Kong drink, which I 
really love. The street café, I have been to a couple of times. But um, there was some 
soup that we had. There was a lot of soup in Hong Kong, Cantonese soup. It seems to 
be one of the specialties. What I have noticed is the broth in Asia, which are much 
stronger. They really know how to concentrate the flavor, much more than that of 
Europe. It is a big gap between the two. In Europe, we would do a consummate, very 
light with a lot of flavor, very clear. In Asia, they are much more concentrated. They 
boil it down to a really concentrated flavor with chicken. That’s what I can remember”. 
  
vi. Sam Jenkins 
Sam is a sales director of a British international trading company, whom is endowed 
with extensive experience on Asian cuisines and Western hotels and iconic restaurants’ 
cookeries. He remembers clearly one of his first Chinese food experiences in Hong 
Kong, which was an unfortunate one. “One of my first experiences, at a Chinese 
restaurant, I had to eat a 1,000 year old egg, which was a pickled egg. I hated it. So, 
when I am not sure what it is, I am a little skirmish”. 
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vii. Samantha Leeds 
Samantha is a BA cabin services director, who is very knowledgeable on in-flight 
catering. She enjoys Hong Kong local food fervently, and is extremely interested in 
Hong Kong food culture and the so derived Hong Kong identity. Samantha recalled 
her initial experiences of travelling to Hong Kong, which was a very exotic and 
euphoric experience. “Just seeing the skyscrapers so low below you, it was just sort of 
an emotional experience, a breath taking experience, scary though. It felt a bit scary… 
The HK skyline is so iconic, it is very recognizable and distinguishable from other 
skylines…”. 
 
Samantha also explicitly recollected her numerous experiences indulging in Hong 
Kong local cuisines, particularly that of the Hong Kong style café, “Dai Pai Dong”. 
“[The Dai Pai Dong] is just fantastic. I mean, amazing value for money, the variety, 
you know, it is also wonderful place to go and people watch. Because you just sit 
there with your friends, and you are just watching everybody else. And it is just the 
most colorful tapestry of happening, isn’t it… And as the picture depicts, you get 
tourists all over the world, you have all the locals as well”. 
 
viii. Charlene Marseille 
Charlene is a BA cabin service director who possesses great insights on in-flight 
catering. She enjoys local Chinese cuisines and Hong Kong style food, as well as 
being very acclimated with tourist destinations in Hong Kong for food tasting and 
experience. Charlene Marseille is most impressed by the eclectic and diversified food 
culture of Hong Kong. “I think we first went out on our first trip to a restaurant just 
around the corner, it was a food street, a street full of different restaurants, from dim 
sum, to all the local food. You can even get other food too, but mainly it is still 
Chinese, Japanese… And it was fascinating. All the crews would choose different 
dishes, and everyone would try to sample everything. So there would be sizzling 
prawns, there would be beef, chicken with cashew nuts (which was my favorite), with 
all the Chinese vegetables (which are so healthy)”. 
 
ix. Jeffrey Watson 
Jeffrey is a product manager of a British international trading company whom 
possesses good knowledge on Asian cuisines and Western hotels and iconic 
restaurants’ cookeries. He also very much enjoys delving into the various fusion food 
which can be found in Hong Kong. Jeffrey Watson enthusiastically reminisced,  “To 
be honest, most of the restaurants our suppliers take us to are fantastic. They are 
fantastic restaurants, but just coming back to the fusion of foods… There is a mix of 
food on the menu, at Dicken’s Bar (in the lobby of Excelsior Hotel), where the menu 
changes a number of times. So you can find an English steak on the menu, but also an 
Indian curry on the same menu. You can also have some Italian, if you wanted to… I 
like this fusion kinds of foods”. 
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Appendix D:  Interview Questions 
 
1. Personal Particulars 
 
 
Name: Age: 
Gender: Profession: 
Nationality: Ethnicity: 
City/Country residing at: Education Level: 
 
*Secondary School/U Graduate/ 
  Post Graduate 
Frequent Travel Flight Class: 
        
     *  First/Business/Economy 
No. of trips to Hong Kong (1980-2010) 
 
 (      ) for business / (      ) for leisure 
   
Average no. of days per Hong Kong trips No. of friends/relatives/colleagues in 
Hong Kong 
* please circle as appropriate 
 
 
2. Pictures & Souvenirs (Hong Kong memory recall) discussion 
 
Can you recollect and share your memory brought forth by the pictures and 
souvenirs you have collected of Hong Kong? 
 
i. In your own view, what is food culture? 
ii. How does the memory help you relate them to the food culture in Hong 
Kong? 
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3. General food/cuisine questions 
 
i. What are your favourite food/cuisines? (may list up to 5 or more) 
 
ii. Do you think there is a relationship between food/cuisine with 
city/country’s local culture? Please share your reading and insight. 
 
      4. Hong Kong food culture questions 
 
i. Can you recall a list of Hong Kong food that in your own view represents 
Hong Kong? Please elaborate if it changes throughout the three periods 
(1980-1990, 1990-2000 and 2000-2010)? 
 
ii. How do you describe Hong Kong food/food culture? (as many adjective as 
possible) 
  
iii. For the three periods, how do you describe the change of your experience 
or reading on Hong Kong food/food culture? 
 
iv. How do you see Hong Kong people’s attitudes towards food consumption 
in each of the three periods? Please elaborate. 
 
- For survival? 
- For enjoyment? 
- For lifestyle (as a kind of trend setter or being health conscious, etc.)? 
- Following globalized trends and values? 
- Others (to be specified) 
 
v. Are there any particular foods in Hong Kong which you think is linked to 
class, gender, age, district, community? 
 
5. Food culture in business/leisure/ceremonial settings 
 
i. How do you describe the food consumed and atmosphere in business 
settings as compare to that of leisure settings in Hong Kong in the three 
periods of 1980-1990, 1990-2000 and 2000-2010? Is the trend of 
business/leisure dine-out up-going and evolving, staying the same or 
declining throughout the three periods? 
 
ii. Have you participated in any ceremonies (wedding, birth/birthday, 
anniversary, promotion banquet) in Hong Kong during the three periods? 
What are the ceremonial food like during the three periods? Is the trend of 
ceremonial dine-out up-going and evolving, staying the same or declining 
throughout the three periods? 
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6. Chinese cultural identity questions 
 
i. How has the popularity of Chinese food culture (hairy crab, Beijing duck, 
Chinese tea and more) in Hong Kong evolved or changed throughout the 
three periods of 1980-1990, 1990-2000 and 2000-2010. Is the trend up-
going  and evolving, staying the same or declining? 
 
ii. Are there a lots of foods associated with traditional festivals and holidays 
in UK? Is this the same case in Hong Kong (having dinner together with 
families, enjoying moon cake, rice dumplings, sweet “Tong Yuen” dessert, 
etc.)? Do the food and festivities during the traditional festivals 
enhance/stay the same/reduce familial identity and kinship? How does it 
change in Hong Kong over the three periods? 
 
iii. How much do you know about the development of Chinese cuisine 
through the three periods? Do you think there is a progression, 
maintenance of status quo or decline in terms of the number of Chinese 
dishes and cuisines in Hong Kong throughout the three periods? 
 
7. British cultural identity questions 
 
                 i.  How has the popularity of UK food culture (English breakfast, high tea, 
British cuisine, etc.) in Hong Kong evolved and changed throughout the 
three periods of 1980-1990, 1990-2000 and 2000-2010? Is the trend up-
going, staying the same or declining? 
   
8. Cultural hybridity questions 
 
i.  Have you had any dining experience at the following   restaurants? What 
do you think about the restaurant atmosphere and etiquette within these 
following restaurants? How does it change over the three periods of 1980-
1990, 1990-2000 and 2000-2010? 
             
- Tai Pai Dongs (local food stalls, mainly near markets or on streets) 
- Cha Chan Tengs? (Hong Kong Style Café) 
- Fast food chain restaurants? 
- Chinese restaurants? 
- Western restaurants? 
- Asian restaurants? 
- Others? 
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ii. Have you consumed the following particular specialized foods/drinks in 
Hong Kong? How do you describe your experience and its changes in the 
three periods? 
 
- Dim Sum 
- Hong Kong style BBQ (“Siu Mei”) 
- Hong Kong style milk tea  
- Yin Yeung (mix of coffee and tea) 
- Si Fong Choi (private restaurant cuisine, menu dictated by chef, served                  
              under home settings) 
- Puhn Choi (traditional village served cuisine- all in one bowl dish) 
- Globalized foods (burgers, fish & chip, instant noodles, etc.? 
 
9. Hong Kong socio-political/economic questions. 
  
i. What do you think are the core values (being practical, clever, hard 
working, result oriented, professional, advocating for freedom of speech, 
print, travel, privacy, democracy, judicial independence and more) of 
Hong Kong and its change throughout the three periods of 1980-1990, 
1990-2000 and 2000-2010? 
 
ii. Throughout the three periods, how do you see the change of the British 
influence on Hong Kong? 
 
iii. Throughout the three periods, how do you see the changes of the 
Chinese influence on Hong Kong? 
 
iv. How do you project the on-going trend of Hong Kong identity from a 
cultural perspective following the political and economic changes?  
 
 
10. British Airways in- flight food culture questions 
 
i. When you travel to Hong Kong, do you see BA’s airplane meals offering 
what you consider as Hong Kong food in the three periods of 1980 to 1990, 
1990 to 2000 and 2000 to 2010? 
 
ii. Within the respective three periods, how do you describe the change of 
food culture/meals being served on the carriers (in terms of ingredients/raw 
materials used/presentation/taste)? Are you happy with the changes? 
 
iii. How do you see the change of the in flight menu within these respective 
three periods? Are you happy with the changes? 
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iv. Do you think BA should incorporate more “Hong Kong style” foods into 
its Hong Kong to London route? If yes, what sort of “Hong Kong style” 
foods do you prefer? 
    
- Dim Sum 
- Hong Kong style BBQ  (“Siu Mei”) 
- Hong Kong style milk tea  
- Yin Yeung (mix of coffee and tea) 
- Puhn Choi (traditional village served cuisine- all in one bowl dish) 
- Others 																		
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Appendix E: British Inflight Menu (1980s VS. 1990s) 
 
i. British/Western foods served on 1987 flight from Hong Kong to London  
Source: British Airways In-Flight Catering Menu 1987 
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ii. A mixture of British/Western and Chinese/Cantonese cuisines served on the 
flight from Hong Kong to London in 1997 
 
Source: British Airways In-Flight Catering Menu 1997 
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Appendix F: Food Culture and Hong Kong Identity Development Chart (1980-
2010)	
Source: Chan (2010); Cheung (2002, 2005); Fung (2001); Ma (1999); Ma and Fung 
(2008); Matthews (1997, 1998); Ooi (1995); Tam (1997) 
 
 
